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International CER Price Index
• Small transation price per CER (USD): 2,31

• Standard transaction per CER (USD): 1,44
*Source: EcoSecurities International Pricing Monthly Report

Carbon Registries Update
• Credit Issuance
Total Volume: 16.950.932
• Credit Cancellation
Total Volume: 2.714.722
*Based on CDM, Verra and Gold Standard Registries information,

http://www.ecosecurities.com/
mailto:info@ecosecurities.com
http://eepurl.com/g3l9cz


MARKET TRENDS

Strong growth predicted for voluntary carbon market
September 15, 2020 – Environmental Finance

Despite Covid-19 crisis, the voluntary market perseveres. 

Verra has communicated the second-highest Verified 

Carbon Standard (VCS) issuances in May and June 2020 

when compared with the same period in previous years.

The voluntary market’ s resistance is viewed as a 

demonstration of it’s solidity.

Fossil fuels and Climate pledges

October 6, 2020 - Financial Times, Business Green and 
CarbonBrief

Big fossil fuel groups are all failing to align with the Paris 

Agreement goals, shows a new research covered by the 

Financial Times. None of the major oil-and-gas 

companies, coal miners and electricity groups are on 

track to reach the climate goals. According to the study, 

only three companies – Shell, Total and Eni – are close 

to the 2C scenario of the Paris Agreement. 

This investigation comes at a time when Total laid the 

first stages of its low-carbon power producer strategy. 

According to Business Green, the French oil major plans 

to boost annual investments in renewables and electricity 

by $1bn, although gas will remain a key source of 

revenue for Total

Meanwhile, Cambridge University just pledged to cease 

investments in fossil fuels by 2030 and to increase 

investments in renewable energy, according to the 

CarbonBrief. With a endowment funds of £3.5bn, 

Cambridge has one of the biggest funds of any European 

university.

HIGHLIGHTS

ECOSECURITIES HIGHLIGHTS

EcoSecurities welcomed two new team
members

Gustavo Dias, our data scientist, has over 17 years’ 

experience with optimization and software 

development, he joins EcoSecurities to develop 

analytic tools for carbon markets and greenhouse 

gas mitigation projects. Gustavo holds a BSc in 

Telecommunications Engineering from IME, a MSc 

in Production Engineering from COPPE/UFRJ and 

a PhD in Computer Science from École 

Polytechnique/Université Paris-Saclay. 

Stella Gama is passionate about forests, climate 

change and sustainability. She has she brings a 

strong academic background and set of 

experiences in ecology biodiversity, genetics and 

conservation. She joined Ecosecurities in 2020 as a 

Nature Solution Consultant. Stella holds a BSc. 

degree in Biology at UFRJ and is currently 

developing a MSc. Environmental Planning, at 

COPPE-UFRJ, Brazil.

To have access to the detailed International 
Carbon Offset Price Index Report, check our 

Publications.

NEW OFFSET PLATAFORMS

CLIMATE GOVERNANCE

EU Parliament Votes To Raise 2030 Climate Target To 
60%
October 7, 2020 - Forbes

On Tuesday, the European Parliament voted to update 

the EU’s climate target for 2030, backing a 60% 

reduction in greenhouse gas emissions by the end of the 

decade, up from 40% currently and beyond the 

Commission’s proposed 55% emissions reduction target.

Brazil voluntary carbon programme may ease 
Paris double counting fears
October 5, 2020 – Carbon Pulse

Brazil’s environment ministry (MMA) just released a 

new element of its forestry carbon-focused 

voluntary ecosystem services market. The program, 

called Floresta +, is viewed as a possibility for 

Brazil to evade double counting emissions 

reductions under the Paris Agreement

Australia to launch carbon offset exchange 
platform
October 2, 2020 - Carbon Pulse

Australian government has announced new funding 

to raise Australia’s Clean Energy Regulator 

operations. The agency will structure an exchange 

platform for trading carbon credits

https://www.environmental-finance.com/content/analysis/strong-growth-predicted-for-voluntary-carbon-market.html
https://www.ft.com/content/16091645-98b3-4041-9ca2-053fb60181ba?utm_campaign=Carbon%20Brief%20Daily%20Briefing&utm_content=20201007&utm_medium=email&utm_source=Revue%20newsletter
https://www.businessgreen.com/news/4021065/total-sketches-stages-plan-low-carbon-power-producer
https://www.carbonbrief.org/daily-brief/cambridge-university-to-cut-fossil-fuel-investments-by-2030
https://www.ecosecurities.com/publications
https://www.forbes.com/sites/davekeating/2020/10/07/eu-parliament-votes-to-raise-2030-climate-target-to-60/
https://carbon-pulse.com/111075/
https://carbon-pulse.com/110849/


CONTEXT
Climate change adaptation is a key aspect to be considered for the low-carbon society envisioned

by global climate action. Being understood as the measures to anticipate adverse effects of climate

change and taking appropriate action to prevent or minimise potential damage, adaptation measures

tend to be more complex than mitigation measures as these require an effective coordination of

public and private sector organisations for coherent implementation of adaptation programmes at the

local level. Mexico became the first country to include climate adaptation goals and actions in its

statement of Nationally Determined Contributions (NDC). Underlying this is the México General

Climate Change Law (2012-18). Mexico has over 200,000 different animal and plant species,

approximately 12% of the world’s species can be found there. The country depends greatly on the

primary sector (agriculture and extensive farming). Sadly, this sector’s activity has provoked land use

changes in at least 25% of the territory.
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commitments

FOCUS OF THE MONTH: 
CLIMATE ADAPTATION NATURE-BASED 
SOLUTIONS IN MEXICO

WHAT’S NEW?
Mexico has been investing in ways to identify and develop methods and tools (both qualitative and

quantitative) to support climate adaptation for different regions of the country. These can be

implemented by public authorities and private and civil society stakeholders, such as the ‘Adaptation

of Coastal Wetlands of the Gulf of Mexico to the Impacts of Climate Change’, where local

communities, with strong participation of women, have reforested mangroves and riparian habitats.

Coral reefs have also been restored and the community has also helped revive watersheds to

improve the health of mangroves.

These initiatives rely on Nature-based Solutions (NbS) to increase potential of actions supporting

national level adaptation objectives. In this regard, there are increasing innovative initiatives to

empower local communities to advance climate adaptation measures. At the same time NbS provide

carbon removal alternatives, in alignment with “net-zero” climate targets supported by diverse

initiatives.

http://eepurl.com/g3l9cz
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Nature-based Solutions, as summarised by IIED (2020) “are actions that protect, sustainably

manage and support the regeneration of natural or modified ecosystems while addressing societal

challenges. They can provide a wide range of environmental, social, cultural and economic benefits and are

indispensable twofold: for improving local livelihoods as well as for efficiently delivering climate change

mitigation and adaptation solutions.”

NbS highlight the synergies between local communities, climate change mitigation and adaptation actions. It

is known that coastal vegetation is effective at absorbing and storing carbon. It can sequester carbon for

thousands of years without becoming saturated as forests do. Conserving mangroves, additionally, generates

other benefits – boosting fisheries, limiting coastal erosion and protecting communities from hurricanes, which

are projected to increase. Communities’ empowerment for implementing NbS must consider a strong

component directed to local capacity-building, and an organised aggregation of bioregional initiatives is highly

relevant to enhance resilience at a larger scale.

As such, harnessing the power of Nature-based Solutions to make people, places and ecosystems more

resilient to climate change is essential and efficient. In addition, NbS represent great value-for-resources

investment, together with impactful results. They provide not only carbon removal alternatives to support

increased ambition towards net-zero climate targets, but also highly relevant and required climate actions for

our communities as NbS create a direct enhancement of local livelihoods.

ECOSECURITIES’S ROLE
EcoSecurities has local presence and it is positioned to deliver innovative financial solutions and

corporate strategies that embed NBS in climate pledges at the same time it empowers local

communities and support biodiversity conservation.

Sandra Enriquez Polo

Development Specialist – Mexico

EcoSecurities

http://eepurl.com/g3l9cz


If you are a carbon offset project developer and is seeking technical or commercial support, or if you are a corporation  looking 
for carbon offset solutions, please contact: carbonoffset@ecosecurities.com
If you are a corporation looking for consultancy and advisory on climate solutions, please  contact:
corporatesolutions@ecosecurities.com
If you are a government, NGO or international agency looking knowledge and experts in climate finance, carbon pricing,  carbon 
markets, please contact: info@ecosecurities.com
For individuals looking for job opportunities, partnership opportunities or climate solutions, please  contact:
workwithus@ecosecurities.com

CONTACT

EcoSecurities is a pioneer in carbon markets and greenhouse gas (GHG) mitigation projects worldwide. We are 
experts in sourcing, developing and financing projects with a positive environmental impact. Founded in 1997,  
EcoSecurities grew to become the largest and most influential company in this sector. Today, EcoSecurities is an  
Environmental finance boutique, with an international presence in 5 continents and a portfolio of more than 100 
projects capable of generating carbon credits. EcoSecurities provides technical and financial services to projects,  
companies and governments. We bring access to environmental markets such as carbon markets, renewable energy  
certificates, plastic recycling credits, etc.

Some of the main solutions we may offer are:
Services related to Carbon and climate corporate strategies (design and implementation of climate strategies,  
CDP, GRI related services)

Carbon and plastic corporate footprints
Carbon emission abatement plans and neutralisation plans  
Corporate compliance plans to local carbon pricing
Project identification and financial and feasibility assessment  
Project Structuring and Project Finance studies
Offset project development (new methodologies, project cycle activities, portfolio management)  
Project procurement (for buyers and users)
Marketing of offsets (for sellers and project developers)
support on structuring and negotiations; Structured transactions  
Trade finance solutions
Climate finance and environmental finance regional studies  
Design and implementation of carbon pricing schemes
Design and implementation of EPR and reverse logistics schemes  
Corporate strategic review in a carbon constrained world

DISCLAIMER
This report has been prepared by EcoSecurities solely for information purposes based on information provided by EcoSecurities and publicly available information, and should  not be construed as 
advice. EcoSecurities consider the information used to generate this report reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not  be relied on as such. Past results are 
not necessarily indicative of future results. The appropriateness of a particular transaction will depend on an entity’s or an investor’s  individual circumstances and objectives. Entities and 
investors should, without relying solely on this report, make their own independent decisions and, if necessary, seek  tailored professional advice. This report may not be reproduced or 
redistributed, in whole or in part, by any person for any purpose without the prior written permission of  EcoSecurities. EcoSecurities accept no liability whatsoever for the actions in this respect. 
Neither EcoSecurities, nor any of their employees, officers, and directors have  interests in carbon compliance instruments referred to in this report, or any related futures, derivatives or options,
including incentives for performance of investment services.
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